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National Innovation Foundation has been pursuing the
mission of making India innovative and a creative society
since 2000 with the active support of Department of Science
and Technology, Government of India. We have not been
equally successful in scouting and documenting innovations
and traditional knowledge practices in every state.

Thanks to the support of volunteers of Honey Bee network,
we have been able to discover many unsung heroes and
heroines of our society who have solved local problems
without any outside help.

Despite various constraints, NIF has put together a small
book celebrating creativity, innovations and traditional
knowledge from Gujarat. I am conscious of its limitation in
terms of coverage and outreach. But if we could uncover so

many examples of the ability of local communities and
individuals to solve problems on their own without outside
help, how much more can be done if state and private sector
agencies join hands with NIF actively.
I invite the state government and its various organs to actively
support our quest to uncover many more creative
communities and individuals in rural and urban areas. NIF
will then help in building value chain around them.

The book is divided in three parts. The mechanical
innovations developed by innovators from Gujarat are
covered in part one.  Selected examples of herbal traditional
knowledge are given in part two. The innovations from other
parts of the country suitable for the development of Gujarat
are given in part three.

PREFACE

National Innovation Foundation (NIF) has been pursuing the
mission of making India innovative and a creative society
since 2000 with the active support of Department of
Science and Technology, Government of India. Till date
NIF has been able to scout innovations and traditional
knowledge practices from over 520 districts across India.

Thanks to the support of volunteers from Honey Bee Network,
we have been able to discover many unsung heroes and
heroines of our society who have solved local problems
without any outside help.

Despite various constraints, NIF has put together a small book
celebrating creativity, innovation and traditional knowledge
from Karnataka. I am conscious of its limitation in terms of
coverage and outreach. But if we could uncover so many
examples of the ability of local communities and individuals
to solve problems on their own without outside help, how

much more can be done if state and private sector agencies
join hands with NIF actively.

I invite the state government and its various organs to
actively support our quest to uncover many more creative
communities and individuals in rural and urban areas. NIF
will then help in building value chain around them.

The book is divided in three parts. The mechanical innovations
developed by innovators from Karnataka are covered in part
one. Selected examples of herbal traditional knowledge are
given in part two. The innovations from other parts of the
country suitable for the development of Karnataka are given
in part three.

By no stretch of imagination, could we claim that we have
achieved a great deal. We have merely made a simple point.
There are a large number of knowledge rich people who
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By no stretch of imagination, could we claim that we have
achieved a great deal. We have merely made a simple point.
There are a large number of people who may not have been
educated much, may in fact be economically poor also, but
still have the ability to solve a few problems so well.

The challenge really is to work out a synergy so that no
creative voice remains unheard, and no solution remains
localized and unrecognized. By adapting public policy in
support of grassroots innovators and traditional knowledge
holders, we can make economic development process more
inclusive and sustainable.

This book on innovations has been compiled at the request of
Dr Vijay Kelkar, Chairman, Finance Commission and Member,
Governing Council of the National Innovation Foundation
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as a tribute to the creativity and innovation at grassroots. This
presentation is part of a series of innovation compendium
prepared for each State of India. We hope this will be followed
up in the form of concrete policy and institutional initiatives in
each State to empower creative people to improve the quality of
life of common people and thus promote inclusive growth.

It is my belief that such examples will act as spur for other
State government departments to look for creative efforts of
their staff and users at ground level. I hope that NIF will have
the opportunity to work closely with the State government in
future and expand knowledge base, add value to selected

technologies and help them diffuse through

commercial and non commercial social
channels for improving the livelihood of the
majority of the people.

R. A. Mashelkar, FRS
Chairperson, Governing Council
National Innovation Foundation, Ahmedabad

may not have been educated much, may in fact be
economically poor also, but still have the ability to solve
a few problems so well.

The challenge really is to work out a synergy so that no
creative voice remains unheard, and no solution remains
localized and unrecognized. By adapting public policy in
support of grassroots innovators and traditional knowledge
holders, we can make economic development process
more inclusive and sustainable.

This book on innovations has been compiled at the request
of Dr. Vijay Kelkar, Chairman, Finance Commission and the
Member, Governing Council of the National Innovation
Foundation as a tribute to the creativity and innovation at
grassroots. This presentation is part of a series of innovation
compendium prepared for every State of India. We hope
this will be followed up in the form of concrete policy and
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institutional initiatives in each State to empower creative
people to improve the quality of life of common people and
thus promote inclusive growth.

It is my belief that such examples will act as spur for other
State government departments to look for creative efforts of
their staff and users at ground level. I hope that NIF will
have the opportunity to work closely with the State government
in future and expand knowledge base, add value to selected
technologies and help them diffuse through commercial and
non-commercial social channels for improving the livelihood
of the majority of the people.

R. A. Mashelkar, FRS
Chairperson, Governing Council
National Innovation Foundation, Ahmedabad
mashelkar@nifindia.org
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To make the Indian development process more inclusive, there
is no escape from building upon creative and innovative
experiments pursued by common people at village or semi-
urban level. Many of these experiments lead to development of
innovations, which can improve productivity and generate
employment. However, the purpose of a particular innovator
may often be to solve just his/her problem. There is no
mechanism available for him to share the knowledge, innovation
or practice with other people in different regions. Sometimes,
ideas and innovations get diffused through word of mouth. But
many times, these ideas remain localized. In the process,
potential growth and social development gets constrained. To
overcome this constraint, Honey Bee Network with a handful of
volunteers triggered a movement, twenty years ago to scout,
spawn and sustain the unaided innovations and outstanding
traditional knowledge from the informal sector of our country.

Drawing upon this experience, National Innovation Foundation
(NIF) was set up in 2000 with the help of Department of Science

and Technology, Government of India to scale up the idea of
learning from grassroots innovators.

Under the inspiring leadership of Dr. R. A. Mashelkar,
Chairperson NIF and former Director General, Council of
Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), NIF has taken major
initiatives to serve the knowledge-rich, economically poor people
of the country. It is committed to make India innovative by
documenting, adding value, protecting the intellectual property
rights of the contemporary unaided technological innovators,
as well as of outstanding traditional knowledge holders. It aims
at promoting lateral learning among local communities to
generate low cost affordable solutions of the persistent and
emerging problems, and enhance the diffusion of innovations
on a commercial as well as non-commercial basis.

How does NIF work?

Primarily, NIF has five functions:  (a) Scouting and
documentation, (b) Value addition and research and

1 The Honeybee collects pollen from the flowers  but they are not impoverished,
in the process links one flower to another enabling cross-pollination. Similarly,
the Honey Bee Network strengthens people-to-people contacts, learning and
networking by pooling the solutions developed by individuals across the world

in different sectors. The network acknowledges the innovators, traditional
knowledge producers and communicators so that they do not remain
anonymous.

Building a Bridge with Grassroots Innovators in Informal Sector
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development, (c) Business development and Micro Venture, (d)
Intellectual Property Rights protection and (e) Dissemination,
database development and IT applications.

NIF has been entrusted with the responsibility of building a
National Register of Grassroots Innovations and Traditional
Knowledge.  It is not enough to document or disseminate the
innovations or outstanding traditional knowledge.  Value addition
is very important for harnessing the full potential of the idea.
NIF has entered into MOU with CSIR and Indian Council of
Medical Research (ICMR) besides other organizations.  CSIR
has allocated funds to support research on grassroots
innovations in CSIR labs.  Similarly, ICMR supports
research on such herbal healing knowledge, which
has not been documented in the classical texts and formal
institutional literature. NIF also helps in generating a very large
pool of open source / public domain technologies.  A small
number of innovations are also protected by patents and
other IPRs.

For most innovators, attracting risk capital for converting
innovations into enterprise is very difficult. They neither can
offer much collateral nor are they able to develop a business
plan or deal with formal R&D system.

A Micro Venture Innovation Fund (MVIF) has been set up with
the help of SIDBI to provide risk capital for technologies at
different stages of incubation. Under single signature, innovators
are trusted and investments are made to help them commercialise
their innovations. Most innovators do not make good entrepreneurs.
For entrepreneurship, one has to make consistent batch by
batch production of products.  Innovators are often incorrigible
improvisers.  They seldom make two things alike. NIF has helped
such innovators to license their technologies to third party
entrepreneurs.  Most of the licenses have been given to small
entrepreneurs and in a few cases, to medium enterprises.

A very elaborate benefit sharing system has been developed,
governed by the Prior Informed Consent (PIC) of the knowledge

The Honey Bee Network strongly believes in sharing knowledge among the
providers of innovations in their own language, which is achieved by publishing
local language versions of Honey Bee newsletter. It also ensures that a fair

share of benefits arising from commercial exploitation of local knowledge and
innovations reaches the innovators and knowledge providers.
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providers.  Attempt is made to share benefits not only with the
innovators but also with their communities and for nature
conservation.  In addition, a small part is kept for contingency
support to needy innovators, for R&D stakeholders, promoting
women’s innovations and meeting overhead costs.

It is remarkable that grassroots innovations are generating global
demand, as evident from inquiries from around fifty-five countries
for various technologies, NIF has succeeded in commercializing
products across countries in six continents apart from being
successful in materialising thirty cases of technology licensing
with the help of partner agencies.

What has it done?

With major contribution from the Honey Bee Network, NIF has
been able to build up a database of more than 1,00,000 ideas,
innovations and traditional knowledge practices (not all unique,
not all distinctive) from over 520 districts of the country.

NIF has filed 182 patents in India and seven in US and one PCT
application.  Out of these, 33 patents have been granted to
grassroots innovations in India and four in US.  NIF has funded

113 projects under MVIF to the extent of Rs.1.3 crores.  Hundreds
of technologies have diffused through farmer to farmer social
network.

NIF has proved that Indian innovators can match anyone in the
world when it comes to solving problems creatively. Where they
perform better than rest is in generating more affordable
sustainable solutions by using local resources frugally.

Those who see poor only as the consumer of cheap goods,
miss the knowledge richness at the grassroots level.  The Poor
can be the Providers also.

The Grassroots to Global (G2G) model that NIF is propagating
is all set to change the way the world looks at the creativity
and innovations at grassroots.

How can state government join hands with NIF?
a. NIF has no field extension unit nor does it want to have

one. However, state government has several field
functionaries in the area of agriculture, education, industry,
rural development, women and child care, forestry, etc.
There can be a very fruitful partnership between NIF as a
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source of innovative ideas and technologies and state
government as partner in dissemination, value addition and
even commercialization through incentives, promotion,
subsidies, etc.

b. State government can join the national campaign for
scouting innovations and traditional knowledge and
motivate its grassroots functionaries to join hands with
NIF in uncovering the talent at the community level.

c. Students in schools and colleges can be motivated to scout
creative and innovative people in their neighbourhoods
and send the entries to NIF (Post Box No.15051, Ambavadi,
Ahmedabad 380 015, campaign@nifindia.org).  Examples
of innovations can also be included in the curriculum for
the school and college education.

d. Demonstrations and trials can be organized at various
regional research stations and KVKs (Krishi Vigyan
Kendras) so as to create awareness about the creative
potential of common people.

e. The research institutions can be mandated to add value to
the knowledge of innovative people and help in protecting
their knowledge rights.

f. On the state’s website, link to NIF can be given and the
innovations from the region can be displayed to put
forward the creative face of the state before the people.

g. Some of the innovative people identified by NIF and/or
state government could be awarded at district and state
level besides giving them support for further work.

h. A nodal officer could be appointed to keep in dynamic
touch with NIF to ensure that all the areas of possible
cooperation are explored.

I hope that NIF would be able to develop a functional, fruitful and
fulfilling relationship with the Government of Karnataka state.
Tremendously rich knowledge of biodiversity, minerals and
environment besides numerous grassroots innovations can be
leveraged through the proposed collaboration.

Anil K Gupta
Executive Vice Chairperson, NIF,  Ahmedabad
Professor, Indian Institute of Management,
Ahmedabad
anilg@nifindia.org
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“Innovation opens up new vistas of knowledge and new
dimensions to our imagination to make everyday life more
meaningful and richer in depth and content”.

- Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam

“By adapting public policy in support of grassroots innovators
and traditional knowledge holders, we can make economic
development process more inclusive and sustainable”.

- Dr. R.A. Mashelkar 
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Safe milking of cows/buffaloes is a requirement across rural India and this product is an
efficient step in that direction. It is a low cost, manually operated device that helps farmers
to milk the animal hygienically and also reduce drudgery in the process.

The machine has simple controls and can be easily operated by women as well. The
creation of suction and low vacuum makes it suitable for other applications also.  NIF
has been giving marketing support to the innovator. As a result, this machine has also
been sold to customers in Phillipines, Uganda and Ethiopia apart from India. Raghav
was given State Award in NIF’s Third National Competition for Grassroots Innovations
and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2005 for the machine (also see Honey Bee,
15(4):4-9, 2004).

Manual milking machine

Raghav Gowda
Dakshin Kannada



Koj Taki
Nirjuli
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Power generation through sewage/slow moving water

There is a search going around the world for solutions that harness alternate energy
sources to generate electricity. The innovator has developed a system that generates
energy from slow moving sewage or any other source of flowing water.

In this arrangement, electricity is generated when the slow moving sewage/water is
passed through a cylindrical drum. The helical blades inside the cylindrical drum provide
desired efficiency to the system in generating power. The capacity of the existing pilot
unit is 30 kVA. This technology can have a tremendous impact on the generation of
power from low velocity, high volume discharge of effluents from industries and civil
sewage processing plants. NIF has been actively following up with national and
international entities for partnership in taking this innovation forward and has also filed a
patent for the technology in the innovator’s name. Public agencies such as municipal
authorities can particularly help in testing its utility.

K. Balakrishna
Bangalore
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‘Chandrike’ cocoon stand

Late Annegowda
Hassan

With a goal to develop a disease free, eco-friendly and cheap alternative to the commonly
available plastic and bamboo cocoon stands, Annegowda in 2003 developed a cocoon
stand  i.e. ‘Chandrike’ made from mulberry stalks. The chandrike so prepared is believed
to be resistant to diseases. The silk worms are placed on these chandrikes at the cocoon
formation stage.

These cocoon stands, which have a spinning capacity of around 10 kg, cost not more
than Rs. 10 (only the cost of the rope) and can be used for 2-3 cycles of rearing. These
are cheaper and more durable than bamboo and plastic chandrikes, and are easy to
maintain. Another important feature is that the disease does not transfer from one season
to another as it is very easy to pick out the diseased cocoons. Harvesting the cocoon
from these chandrikes is also very simple. He was given a Consolation Award in NIF’s
Fourth National Competition for Grassroots Innovations and Traditional Knowledge
Practices in 2007 (also see Honey Bee, 17(4) & 18(1):16-19, 2006 & 2007).
.
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Electricity supply in the hills is always a problem with either the difficulty of access or
distribution or disruptions.

This hydro electric turbine is specifically designed for the streams in the hilly terrains. It
costs Rs. 30,000 and meets the individual electric needs of a rural household. The
innovator has installed a few of these turbines in the hilly villages of Dakshin Kannada,
Kadagu, Hassan and Chikmagalur districts. The innovator is popularly known as ‘Turbo’
Ratnakar. He was given State Award in NIF’s Second National Competition for Grassroots
Innovations and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2002 (also see Honey Bee, 14(4) &
15 (1): 11-15, 2003).

Modified hydro electricity turbine

G. K. Ratnakar
Chikamagalur
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Annasaheb Udgavi
Belgaum

Chandraprabha water gun & Multi-purpose
sugarcane based farm machinery

Chandraprabha water gun

During sugarcane cultivation, Annasaheb faced difficulty in irrigating the dense crop.
Also, he discovered that the best method to solve the problem of aphids and white flies
was through a high-pressure water spray. Hence, after studying the conventional sprinkler
irrigation system, he designed a new rotor sprinkler to suit the sugar cane crop. He also
got ideas from similar devices he saw in Japan.

An additional 400 gm of weight has been added to his water gun (also called as rain
gun), to achieve a balanced shaft movement. At the outlet, a groove has been provided
for fixing nozzles of different sizes to throw water at different radial length as needed.  A
locking system to prevent the sprinkler head from throwing water into neighboring fields
(that is, beyond the range) has been introduced. The water gun has the ability to cover
as much as 140 feet radius and can even be used to apply compost/biogas slurry on the
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crops. He was given a National Award in NIF’s First National Competition for Grassroots
Innovations and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2001 for the water gun (also see
Honey Bee, 12(2):11-16, 2001). He did try to license his technology to a company but
did not get any sustained income from that. NIF has supported him again through TePP
program of DSIR so as to improve the efficiency of water gun/rotor sprinkler afresh.

Multi-purpose sugarcane based farm machinery
This multipurpose implement consists of a cultivator for land ploughing, seed metering
device for sowing and manure application, blade harrows for earthing up and cutting
blade for sugarcane harvesting. This can be conveniently attached to a 30-40 hp tractor.
NIF has also filed the patents for both of his innovations on his behalf.  He was given a
Consolation Award in NIF’s Fourth National Competition for Grassroots Innovations
and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2007 for this implement (also see Honey Bee,
17(4) & 18(1):8-16, 2006 & 2007).
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Conventionally, beehive boxes are made of wood. They are susceptible to damage by
termites and other pests especially during rainy season, and human theft. To prevent
these problems, Ravishankar has come up with beehive box made of cement mortar.
The box costs one-fourth of the conventional wooden box and lasts longer. There are
only few reports of such beehive boxes in the world. He has been using it for five years
with very good results.

Root wilt and drought tolerant pepper variety

Root wilt is a serious problem in pepper and leads to severe loss in production. By
chance Ravishankar, found Hippali, a wild long pepper variety, which smelled like pepper
fruit and the roots of which were resistant to the wilt. He experimented by grafting Hippali
as scion, on the stock of local cutivars viz. Panniyur in the year 2001-02. The newly
developed variety is reported to be tolerant to wilt disease and drought, and matures in
comparatively lesser time (within 2 years) with 30–40 spikes. The average dry pepper
yield is 1.5 kg/year/vine.
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Cement beehive

Ravishankar
Dakshin Kannada
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Lingamadaiah, a graduate in law, is known for his variety ‘Mysore Mallige’ in Karnataka,
Tamil Nadu and parts of Andhra Pradesh. ‘Mysore Mallige’ is developed through
systematic recurrent selection by the innovator. It is an early bearing variety with a yield
of about 36 quintals per acre (9000kg/ha). The innovator was facing pest and disease
problem in paddy for many years and also was getting low milling recovery. He started
multiplying the new paddy variety by selection procedure to get a pest and disease free
variety with higher milling recovery. It yields more even without any extra input and is of
short duration, is resistant to lodging and has milling recovery of about 80 percent. If
grown organically, hardly any pest and disease attack is observed. He is growing this
variety since 1994. It has covered 25-30 percent of paddy growing area in the region.

He was given a National Award in NIF’s Second National Competition for Grassroots
Innovations and Traditional Practices in 2002 and was also honored with Beeja Mitra
award from GREEN Foundation (also see Honey Bee, 13(4): 5-9, 2002).

Mysore Mallige: A unique paddy variety

M. Lingamadaiah*
Bangalore
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* Though awarded earlier,
the innovator is a
professional as per the
present rules of NIF, which
were redefined to specifically
focus on innovations from
the people of unorganised
sector.
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Mohammed Wakeel
Ahmed
Bangalore

Uzi fly trap

One of the major problems faced by sericulture farmers is a tachnid fly, popularly known
as Uzi fly (Exorista bombysis), which accounts for 15-20 per cent crop loss annually.

After studying in detail about the lifecycle and behaviour of the female Uzi fly, Wakeel
designed the Uzi fly trap. The trap consists of a nylon mosquito mesh, a plastic bottle
with perforation and a plastic cork attached to one end, a hollow metal pipe and PVC
collars. Small holes are made in the plastic bottle, which is hung from the window of the
silk worm rearing room. The pregnant female Uzi fly that gets attracted to the smell of the
silkworm, enters through the holes and gets trapped. This innovation has been widely
accepted by farmers as it is very cost effective and simple to use.

For his innovation, he won a Consolation Award in NIF’s Third National Competition for
Grassroots Innovations and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2005 (also see Honey
Bee, 14(1):12, 2003 and 16(2):7-11, 2005).
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S. M. Mangali*
Gadag

Silkworm-rearing tray

Noticing the inconvenience caused by higher space needed by the conventional trays
for silkworm rearing, their high cost, and labour requirement, Mangali got motivated to
develop an alternative tray.

He modified and optimized the size, material, weight and arrangement of the silkworm
rearing trays achieving increased cocoon rearing capacity. Using these trays it has become
possible to double the capacity of the rearing rooms.

He has also come up with a convenient, adjustable and efficient hand weeder that can
also be used for removing debris and inter-culturing.

He was given a Consolation Award during NIF’s Third National Competition for
Grassroots Innovations and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2005.
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* Though awarded earlier,
the innovator is a
professional as per the
present rules of NIF, which
were redefined to specifically
focus on innovations from
the people of unorganised
sector.
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Shankara Patali
Dakshin Kannada

Use of buttermilk as coagulant for rubber latex

Rubber is usually sold in the form of sheets. The first step in rubber making is tapping
latex from rubber trees. This latex is mixed with water to form a solution, which is
coagulated into thin slabs of coagulum for which chemicals such as acetic acid or formic
acid are also added.

Patali discovered that buttermilk was better than formic acid or acetic acid for the
coagulation of natural rubber latex and used it instead of acids. The rubber sheets made
through this process were found to be of superior quality and better in colour. Also, it
was found that they became less susceptible to fungal attacks. Buttermilk, being a totally
organic product, poses no side-effects or allergies to people handling them as in the
case of acids or chemicals. 

He was given a Consolation Award in NIF’s Third National Competition for Grassroots
Innovations and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2005 (also see Honey Bee, 14(1):12,
2003 and 16(2):7-11, 2005).
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Sanket V Chitagopakar
and Prashant V Harshangi
Gulbarga

Electronic stick for the visually challenged

Using this innovative stick, a visually challenged person receives signals indicating
obstacles encountered in different directions around him, through a headphone. The
moisture sensing electrodes sense the moist soil or stagnant water. It also has micro-
switches to detect manholes.

Finally, in order to make the system more versatile, an anti-theft alarm is also incorporated
to warn the user if the stick is being stolen. Other applications of this innovation could be
its use by sewage workers, miners etc., or in the situations where light is dim/not available.

Sanket and Prashant were given award in the student’s category in NIF’s Third National
Competition for Grassroots Innovations and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2005
(also see Honey Bee, 15(4):4-9, 2004 and 16(3):14-15, 2005).
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Jyothi Ravishankar
Dakshin Kannada

Two-in-one stove

While cooking on the traditional hearth, which is still prevalent in many houses in different
parts of the country, much of the heat gets wasted making it unbearably hot near the
hearth. Jyothi thought of developing a system of using this wasted heat energy and
came up with this stove.

The innovation is a multipurpose utility stove, which captures the wasted radiated heat
of a wood fired stove to simultaneously cook as well as heat water in a drum. The unit
works on the principle that cold water flows down and hot water rises up. The arrangement
consists of a stainless steel envelope on three sides of a wood fired stove and two pipes,
which are connected to the stove. Cold water comes in from the bottom inlet pipe, gets
heated and passes out of the hot water pipe into a stainless steel hot water container. A
separate tap is attached to the hot water pipe on the side of the oven to collect hot water.

She was given a Consolation Award in NIF’s Third National Competition for Grassroots
Innovations and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2005 (also see Honey Bee, 14(1):12,
2003).
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Narasimha Bhandari
Chickmagalur

Arecanut husking machine

Husking of areca nut is not an easy task. One person hour is required for husking
approximately 1000 nuts. To improve the productivity, Bhandari has developed two
different machines to process areca nuts. These machines are designed to peel areca
nut of any size and are more efficient when compared to others available in the market.
In the first manual husking machine, a wheel had to be rotated by hand, which made it
slower than the second automatic machine.

For this innovation, he won a National Award in NIF’s First National Competition for
Grassroots Innovations and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2001 (also see Honey
Bee, 12(2):11-16, 2001 and 14(4) & 15(1):11-15, 2003).

For better peeling of dry areca nuts, he modified the machine using the relative motion
between the high-speed rotating cushioned discs. He has also developed many other
technologies, such as hand pumps, pepper thresher, alternators, papad maker, single
wheeled push carts, hydro-pumps, etc. NIF has filed a patent for this machine on his
behalf.
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Dwarf, high yielding areca nut variety

Narayana Bhat
Dakshin Kannada

High yielding areca nut trees grow up to a height of 13-16 meters. Climbing these trees
is a risky job for which skilled labour is required. Considering the advantages of spraying
of nutrients and harvesting the nuts, Bhat developed a dwarf variety of only 20-25 ft in
height and with an average yield of 400-500 nuts. He crossed two different varieties
taken from local research station and produced this dwarf variety. Why should not we
involve farmers more actively in breeding programs? Their deep understanding can help
recombining the available parent lines in more useful varieties than may be possible
some times by efforts only at formal level.

He was given a Consolation Award in NIF’s Second National Competition for Grassroots
Innovations and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2002.
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Highly efficient low wattage electric water heater

A. R. Shivakumar*

Bangalore

A. R. Shivakumar, who gets very indignant about wasting precious electricity, has
developed a cost effective solution for heating water that reduces the load on the electricity
meter.

In this system of water heating, cold water is made to enter from the bottom of the container.
Normally the hot water rises to the top where from cold water enters. This makes
conventional hot water geysers less efficient because heat is constantly lost. In the present
arrangement, this is avoided. This method fundamentally challenges the way
commercially available geysers operate where the water enters from the top and hot
water is drawn from below.

He won a National Award in NIF’s First National Competition for Grassroots Innovations
and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2001 (also see Honey Bee, 12(2):11-16, 2001).
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were redefined to specifically
focus on innovations from
the people of unorganised
sector.
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Small computer keyboard

Sudarsana*
Puttur

Sudarsana is a man full of ideas ranging from milking cows in a more comfortable position
to pumping water.

Pressing two keys instead of one on a computer keyboard has been a perennial problem.
Sudarsana has designed a keyboard that has double the number of keys than in an
ordinary keyboard but with each key having only half the original key width. This has
reduced the keyboard to half its size. Each key is a single switch, which closes the
electronic circuit avoiding the signal from an accidentally pressed single key to be
registered with the computer. To type a letter, two keys are pressed together, which
completes the circuit and the signal for that particular letter gets registered in the computer.

He won a National Award in NIF’s First National Competition for Grassroots Innovations
and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2001 for his idea (also see Honey Bee, 12(2):11-
16, 2001).
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focus on innovations from
the people of unorganised
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A.D. Nagendrappa*
Bangalore

Generating electricity on National Highways

Nagendrappa has designed a simple method to harness energy on the highways. When
vehicles would hit the speed-breakers, they would press down, move levers and rotate a
dynamo thereby generating electricity in the process.

An inclined metal plate is hinged and fixed to a metal frame and a connecting rod, which
is connected to a crankshaft, and this in turn is connected to a flywheel similar to a one
that is used in a bicycle. When the connecting rod moves, it makes the crankshaft rotate
the flywheel thereby rotating the generator to produce electricity. Kanak Gogoi, Assam
has developed a working model of rumble strips to achieve the similar purpose.

He won a National Award in NIF’s First National Competition for Grassroots Innovations
and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2001 for his idea (also see Honey Bee, 12(2):11-
16, 2001).
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Tamarind cultivation under dryland conditions and
Water harvesting techniques

A. I. Nadakattin
Dharwad

A man of multiple talents, Nadakattin has many innovations to his credit. To irrigate his
tamarind fields he harvested rainwater in the bore wells and channeled it to the farm
ponds that he had dug up, to be used later for irrigation. He also made a pit between four
tamarind trees, containing dried leaves, twigs, poultry and fish manure along with some
salt and sand. The rain water gets collected in the pit, seeps in slowly and becomes
available to the roots of the tamarind plants.

He has developed a tamarind seed separator so that the pulp can be used for various
preparations. The list of his other innovations includes tamarind slicer that slices 2.5
quintals of tamarind in an hour, a tamarind harvester, a seed cum fertilizer drill, a plough
blade, lifting cart, water boiler, deep plough etc. (also see Honey Bee, 11(4) & 12(1): 11-
12;  2000-2001). He was given State Award in NIF’s First National Competition for
Grassroots Innovations and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2001.
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P. R. Krishna Prasad*
Mysore

Edible perennial brinjal variety
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* Though awarded earlier,
the innovator is a
professional as per the
present rules of NIF, which
were redefined to specifically
focus on innovations from
the people of unorganised
sector.

Using grafting technique, Prasad has developed two brinjal varieties- the tall tree type
and the bushy type, which bear fruits throughout the year. Both varieties are high yielding
and resistant to bacterial and nematodal attacks, and drought. The varieties can be
cultivated on roadsides or as an ornamental plant in front of restaurants. They provide
fuel for farmers as well (also see Honey Bee, 12(3):13, 2001).

He was given a Consolation Award in NIF’s First National Competition for Grassroots
Innovations and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2001.
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Mukkadaka decoction to control hoppers in paddy

B. S. Dinesh
Shimoga

Brown plant hoppers attack the leaves of paddy, gradually turning these to brownish
white colour. These leaves appear as if the entire area has been burnt. Dinesh has
made a herbal formulation to control paddy hoppers and other insect pests by using the
decoction of leaves of a local herb Mukkadaka (Lasiosiphon eriocephalus Decne.).
Decoction of a kilogram of Mukkadaka leaves is prepared in 10 liters of water, filtered
and diluted in 1:10 ratio. It is then sprayed twice, once during nursery stage and then
after transplanting paddy. The decoction is also effective against crabs, which otherwise
cut the plants at a very tender stage. He was given a Consolation prize in NIF’s First
National Competition for Grassroots Innovations and Traditional Knowledge Practices
in 2001 for the development of this herbal formulation (also see Honey Bee, 9(2):8, 1998).
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Control of brown plant hopper in paddy

Basav Raj Santeshivara
Hassan

Brown plant hoppers that attack the leaf of paddy are known to jump from plant to plant
when something obstructs them. By making use of this behavior, Basavaraj could find a
solution to get rid of them. During the day time, he holds a stick parallel to the ground and
walks slowly commoving the top of the paddy plants from one end of the field to the
other. This disturbs the hoppers settled on the top, and as he walks forward with the
stick, the hoppers jump from plant to plant and finally to the fire set or pesticide (preferably
herbal ones) sprayed at the end of the field. If a person walks in the night with a torch in
hands, attracted by the light, the hoppers simply follow the light for a fair distance. He
has also developed several organic farming methods like effective composting through
coir pit and gober gas slurry. He was given a Consolation prize in NIF’s First National
Competition for Grassroots Innovations and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2001
(also see Honey Bee, 9(2):8, 1998).
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Tamper proof locking device

N Krishnamurthy*
Bangalore

The tamper proof locking device made by Krishnamurthy has a locking arrangement
such that once locked, it cannot be unlocked by another means other than destroying it.
Any attempt to tamper with it will also be known. This device has male and female
components comprising a locking rib and a spring system terminating in a fuse point.
The male and the female components are made to press fit accurately so that after the
lock is operated, there is no dislocation. It was used to design syringes, which could not
be used after one use. It was developed much before a multi-national company brought
such syringes in the market.

In cases of electricity meters, gas cylinders, flow measurement meters, products on
warranty, sealing of insurance parcels or ballot boxes such a device could prove extremely
useful. He was given a Consolation Award in NIF’s First National Competition for
Grassroots Innovations and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2001 (also see Honey
Bee, 12(3):13, 2001).
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Single bullock drawn cart

Karpanna Gownder
Mysore

Karpanna Gownder has designed a single bullock drawn cart made of iron and having
two yokes.  Instead of wood, which is traditionally used, he uses iron pipes that act as a
“mooki” (harness). Both sides of the mooki are fixed to the yoke. The cart moves once
the pipe is bolted. Another unique feature of this cart is that, to reverse the cart, the
bullock just needs to be tied on the opposite side. For this, the mooki is just released and
pushed backwards and bolted. This cart can also unload itself on both sides. This is a
great boon to farmers who have small fields and saves a lot of cost as it needs only one
bullock in the place of two.

He was given a Consolation Award in NIF’s First National Competition for Grassroots
Innovations and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2001.
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Latex less jackfruit- Somapady variety

Using grafting technique, Harishchandra developed a latex less jackfruit variety for which
he won a National Award in NIF’s Second National Competition for Grassroots
Innovations and Traditional Knowledge Practices in 2002. The fruits obtained, in this
particular variety, are totally gum less with a very good taste and colour. Their texture
and aroma is also quite unique. He has distributed more than one lakh gum less jackfruit
seedlings all over the state and also to other states like Tamil Nadu, Kerala and Andhra
Pradesh (also see Honey Bee, 14(1):3-7, 2003).
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Late S. Harishchandra
Shetty
Puttur
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This innovation is a foldable stick for the blind, which can alert a visually impaired user
about the presence of water or a pit ahead, through a pre-recorded voice system. On
perceiving public movement close by, with the help of a toggle switch and using a pre-
recorded voice, one can even request the public in the vicinity to move away. The walking
stick also has a provision for a light to alert the people about the movement of the visually
impaired user. NIF has also filed a patent for the device in the innovator’s name.
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Foldable talking stick for the blind

Wazeer
Tumkur
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Auto stopper for LPG gas stove

Imagine your mother or father is alone at home and is away in the garden watering the
plants. She has kept a dish in the pressure cooker on the gas requiring one whistle. But
the whistle sound does not reach the garden. The dish gets over cooked and the gas is
being burnt unnecessarily. To solve these problems, Davalsab, 16, a young student has
come up with an auto stopper, which senses the whistles and at preset numbers, gives
an alarm and turns off the knob of the gas-stove. This machine is thus able to count and
display the number of whistles a pressure cooker has made.

NIF is working on the technology to help refine it further and optimize it to assist the
creative and concerned student. NIF has also filed a patent for the technology in the
student’s name.

Davalsab Mahamadgows
Dharwad
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The 12th Shodh Yatra





12th Shodh Yatra
25 December to 31 December 2003
Malnad region, Karnataka

Shodh Yatra is a walk through the villages in search of knowledge, creativity and innovations
at grassroots.

It is an attempt on the part of SRISTI, a Honey Bee Network partner based at Ahmedabad
and NIF along with other network partners to reach out to the remotest part of the country
with a firm belief that hardships and challenges of natural surroundings may be one of the
prime motivators of creativity and innovations.

Shodh Yatra aims at unearthing such traditional knowledge and grassroots innovations that
have not only simplified the lives of men, women and farm labourers but have also significantly
contributed towards the conservation of bio-diversity.

The yatris, during the 12th Shodh Yatra, over the period of seven days, travelled through the
rural areas honouring innovators, traditional knowledge holders, experimental farmers and
centenarians on the way. Many biodiversity and recipe contests were also organised at
various places. The Shodh Yatra saw the participation of people from all walks of lives,
students, innovators, farmers, scientists, journalists and traditional knowledge holders from
different parts of the country.
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NATIONAL INNOVATION FOUNDATION, INDIA

The competition
The NIF, set up by Department of Science and Technology, GOI,  seeks
entries of unaided technological innovations and traditional knowledge
developed by an individual or group comprising farmers, artisans,
fishermen and women, slum dwellers, workshop mechanics, students,
local communities etc., in managing natural and/or other resources.
The innovations can be in machines, gadgets, implements, or processes
for farm operations, household utility, transportation, energy conservation
or generation, reduction in drudgery, creative use of biodiversity,
development of plant varieties, generation of herbal remedies for human
or animal health or developing new or any other low cost sustainable
green technology related to various aspects of survival in urban and
rural areas. Creative ideas for innovative technologies which have not
yet been reduced to practice are also welcome. Communities developing
People’s Biodiversity Register (PBR) or People’s Knowledge Register
(PKR) are encouraged to register/link their knowledge base with the
National Register at the NIF.

The awards
The best three innovations and traditional knowledge practices will be
awarded  Rs 1,00,000, Rs 50,000 and Rs 25,000 each in different
categories. In addition, individuals and/or organizations that make
extraordinary contributions in scouting grassroots innovations and
traditional knowledge may also get awards worth Rs 50,000, 25,000
and 15,000 respectively besides recognition to many others.  There
will be several consolation prizes of Rs 10,000 each in different
categories depending upon the number of entries and incremental
inventiveness and potential social and environmental impact. Three most
outstanding innovative ideas may be given prizes of Rs 50,000, 25,000
and 15,000 in addition to consolation prizes of Rs 5,000 each. There
are special prizes for innovations by or dealing with, physically
challenged people. The innovations /ideas of professionally  trained

persons are not considered for award or financial support. There are
special awards for journalists writing about grassroots innovations and/
or traditional knowledge and creating greater awareness about NIF’s
missions. The award money may be revised in due course.

Students
Young inventors and innovators are invited to send their ideas or
innovations for a special category of awards for them. These should be
unsupervised, an outcome of their own creativity, without any support
from their teachers or outsiders. There will be prizes worth Rs 15,000,
10,000 and Rs 7,500 for the best three entries and several consolation
prizes of Rs 5,000 each in this category.

How to participate
Individuals or groups may send as many entries as they wish on plain
paper providing a) genesis of the innovation and traditional knowledge
b) its background and c) educational qualification and occupation,
accompanied by photographs and/or videos if possible and any other
information that may help in replicating the innovations/traditional
knowledge. Herbal entries may be accompanied by dried plant samples
to enable proper identification procedure. The Sixth National
Competition started on February 1, 2007 and entries would be
accepted till January 31, 2009. Every entry should include the full
postal address to facilitate further communications.

Where to send entries?

National Coordinator (Scouting & Documentation), National
Innovation Foundation, Bungalow No. 1 Satellite Complex,

Premchand Nagar Road, Ahmedabad 380015 Gujarat
Toll Free No 1800 233 5555  Fax: (079) - 2673 1903

email: campaign@nifindia.org; www.nifindia.org

The Sixth National Biennial Competition for Green Grassroots Unaided Technological Innovations
and Traditional Knowledge

Co-sponsors

Honey Bee Network

 CSIR

SRISTI

 IIM-A


